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Carolyn Fisher

The Last Exit
Caroline Clawson

LEIGH KNOWS A BOY WITH LONG STRAIGHT

hair that isn't a color. She meets him at "The Last

Exit" and after work he sits atop the table and
strikes dissonance on his guitar while she tastes
warm clear soda without ice. It was good that way
but in the summer made your belly feel more full.
Tra la la la, tra la tra la la. He is singing now.
He splices together poorly matched words with
a vulgar voice, playing at his songs. Distorted, it
comes to our ears cleaner than other junk on the
radio. The Hare Krishnas have come in through
the back door and Leigh sees them on bar stools
tapping their hands against bent knees and
braiding stems of blondish hair.
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Leigh's type is evasive affectivity. The kind that hits you
when you're down, below the belt, between the eyes, makes
you feel tepid. Her kiss is dissolving. Self-control that bums
your skin.
"We're lovers," he says to her, and in front of them to the
left are three teenagers clothed in strict black leaning against
a card table unobtrusively. They are drawing furiously with
markers. On her lap, a girl keeps a heavy taupe leather bag where
she is putting her designs. A boy with big white teeth, curling
his shoulders over to nearly touch the table, is spilling a lot of
wavy black hair in chaos around the paper where the colored
figures he makes are smaller and drawn tiny in detail. He is
pressing hard with his fingers. Holding a measuring cup above
the table for a moment, he forces some red punch through a
straw. Still face down.
"What's that song?" Leigh wants to know because she liked
it when he would sit atop of the table with his legs crossed, the
guitar resting there. Those legs are meager and white. He will
enjoy lukewarm beer from a bottle. You see the glass there,
pushed to the side of the table.
Not so high above them the old rafters are held together by
rusted hinges and across the ceiling they are strung lightly with
twine that hangs lowest in the middle. Dried red and yellow
roses are caught there upside down by knots and when you
finally notice them you are pleased and wonder for a minute
who had thought of doing it that way.
Twilight is outside now. A cavity in the season with no
strings attached. A type of energy in the sun.
"I don't name my songs," he says, "and I never will play
a single one twice." Leigh is no longer looking at him, but over
her shoulder, beyond the Hare Krishnas sitting barside, at the
"place you order here" counter. The girl there is clean and choice
even though there is no draft from the ceiling fans. Intense heat
from the coffee grinder and cream steamer will cause her skin
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to blotch, red and white. The counter is right there alongside
the pickle barrel. Her eyes keep most everything in check. A
full house at 7:00 p.m.
Leigh would understand such a stark visage, undefeated,
colorless. The sky is white just before a storm. So Leigh is
wishing for ice. "They don't need names."
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